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Claremorris Open Exhibition
COE '17: Celebrating 40 Years
16th September to 30th September
Opening Hours:
Sunday 17th
12.00pm - 3.00pm
Mon - Sat
12.00pm - 5.00pm
Sunday 24th
2.00pm - 5.00pm
Our galleries located at the Town Hall, three venues on
Mount Street, and one opposite the Post Office, plus works
installed at the Post Office, in the train station,
in the Leisure Centre and throughout town.
Please see the map on the back cover for locations.

Free tours of the exhibition
Saturdays at 2pm
Meet at the Town Hall Gallery
claremorrisopen@gmail.com

087 688 0107

claremorrisopenexhibition

@coearts
www.coearts.org

Claremorris Arts Committee: John Kirrane, Eddie Sweeney, Marayde O'Brien,
Kay Brennan, Maria Creighton, Lisa Fahy, Eileen Gleeson, Nina Warde

Claremorris Open Exhibition
COE '17: Celebrating 40 Years
This is the fortieth Claremorris Open Exhibition (COE) and as we celebrate this milestone we
look back to the establishment of COE and its contribution to the cultural life of the country.
Set up to organise a national visual art exhibition, the first task of the Claremorris Arts
Committee was to come up with a set of clear objectives for the project. In the context of
making that decision it should be remembered that back in the seventies there were no
contemporary art exhibitions in rural Ireland and few if any connoisseurs. This probably made
it easier to formulate the objectives for COE which were to ‘Provide a platform for
contemporary Irish artists to show their work and to bring that work to a new and wider
audience.’
There is no doubt but that this has been achieved over the last forty years. In approximate
figures eight thousand artists have submitted twenty thousand works of art of which four
thousand have been exhibited. From a meagre few the audience has grown up to three
thousand visitors per annum in recent years; for the most part new viewers enjoying
contemporary art.
No doubt, the cultural life of rural Ireland in the twentieth-century will be the subject of
sociological studies in the future. These will show that in the late seventies rural communities
denied access to the arts decided to help themselves and so began The Listowel Writers
Week, The Clifden Arts Week and the Claremorris Open Exhibition. What a difference forty
years have made as today there are arts events throughout the year all over the country. As
pioneers in promoting the arts in a rural community we can look back with pride in achieving
the objectives of our founders.
Over the period our relationship with the Arts Council has been fractious and their decision to
withdraw funding in 2013 has put the future of COE in jeopardy. However, we have
endeavoured to maintain the reputation and quality of COE and to bring the cutting-edge of
the visual arts to the west of Ireland. It is also our intention to continue with our education
programme whereby the visual arts will be introduced to new and wider audience and to
continue our programme of guided tours organised annually for students from primary to
third-level, individuals and community groups.
Finally our thanks to all the artists who submitted this year and congratulations to the
twenty- six whose work make up COE’17. It is with grateful appreciation that we acknowledge
the help of our sponsors and patrons who have continued to support our efforts. In particular
we acknowledge the support of Mayo County Council which has ensured our survival in
recent years. Last but by no means least we express our gratitude to Tom Morton, our curator,
who took time out from a busy schedule to select the exhibition. The amount of time, energy
and focus he brought to the selection process was an inspiration and we thank him most
sincerely for his time and effort.
John Kirrane

September 2017.

Claremorris Open Exhibition
COE '17: Celebrating 40 Years
Selecting an open submission show is, by its nature, an exercise in working with
what you’ve got. In the case of the Claremorris Open Exhibition 2017, this meant
sifting carefully through proposals from hundreds of artists from Ireland, the UK,
and beyond, and choosing a small number of them to make up a show that, while
not thematic, has certain chimes and echoes that an attentive audience may catch.
The fact that so many of the submissions were intelligent, visually engaging, and
full of complex pleasures made my task, if not easy, then certainly fun – given
greater square footage, I’m sure I could’ve found room for more than the 26 artists
and artists’ collectives I eventually settled on.
In making my difficult final selection, I tried to favour artists whose work has not
previously been exhibited in Claremorris, although regular visitors to COE will note
the participation of a couple of familiar names – what can I say, their proposals
were simply too exciting to turn down. This unevenly observed rule aside, the only
thing guiding my choices was the quality of the artists’ work, although when I
glanced over the 26 names in my notebook, it was encouraging to realise that this
was going to be an exhibition that took in everything from figurative painting to
the stranger shores of video, installation and performance. It’s also a show that’s
international, intergenerational, and in which over 50% of the exhibiting artists are
women.
This is my second time selecting the Claremorris Open (the first was in 2009), and I
feel honoured to be playing a small part in this, the exhibition’s 40th anniversary
year. I say “small” because the real curatorial work, here, is done by John Kirrane
and COE’s Committee, who identify exhibition spaces, liaise closely and creatively
with the artists, determine the hang of the exhibition, and undertake all the unsung
labour – fundraising, publicity, the transport of works – that are crucial to
transforming my scribbled list of 26 names into a living, breathing show. That
John and the Committee have done all this in the harshest cultural funding
climate I can remember is testament to their dedication, and to their vision. Like
the artists in COE ‘17, they understand that to make art, and to bring it before an
audience, is to let the light in.
Tom Morton, COE '17 Adjudicator

Claremorris Open Exhibition
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Elizabeth Archbold

Elizabeth Archbold is a visual artist living and working in Dublin. She
completed a MFA in Painting at NCAD in 2014 and a BA in Painting at DIT
in 2002. She has exhibited abroad in Finland and Estonia, and in Ireland
recent shows include “A Painting Show” in Queen Street Studios & Gallery
Belfast, “Dog Days” in Dunamaise Arts Centre Portlaoise, and “The End” at
SOMA Contemporary Gallery, Waterford.
Her practice is concerned with the experience of the viewer in looking at
the painting, the painting as an index of making in an open-ended
thinking process, and painting as a reciprocal exchange of forms and
references with the environment.
www.elizabetharchbold.wordpress.com
https://www.instagram.com/elizabeth_archbold/
elizabetharchbold@gmail.com

“Stasis” 2017
oil on canvas
30cm x 25cm

“Distraction” 2017
oil on canvas
18cm x13cm

Tinka Bechert
Tinka Bechert's work shows a keen historic
interest that she combines with processoriented painting. The artist reinvents and
re-invigorates historic sources in order to
assemble current visual metaphors. A
slightly askew or absurd realism emerges
that aims to describe the slippages in
human perception.

The current state, No. 6,
Ink on Paper
28cm x 38cm
2016

The current state, No. 4,
Ink on Paper
28cm x 38cm
2016

Alongside her painting practice, Tinka
Bechert has worked on ambitious multimedia collaborations with scientific
institutions such as the Berlin-Brandenburg
Academy of Sciences and Humanities
(BBAW) and most recently with Prior PLM
Medical as the Spark Programme artist-inresidence in County Leitrim. In exploring
difference and commonalities in artistic and
scientific methodologies, the artist explores
the deep human need for reason as a
common driving force- both in the arts and
sciences.
Tinka Bechert was born and raised in Berlin
but has lived in Sligo, Ireland for the last 20
years while showing her work extensively
across Europe, The UK, and Ireland. Her
work is represented in many private and
public collections such as the Office of
Public Works, Ireland, the Central Art
Archives/ National Library, Berlin, Germany
and Tate Britain, London.
www.tinkabechert.com
www.instagram.com/tinkabechert/

Anna Boyle

My work reflects on unease and anxiety in our time, and the world at large
being at odds with itself. This work absorbs some of the resultant angst and
distils it into an image in word and paint.
This piece begins with text, isolated and without context. The text echoes the
innocent questioning of a child, the shout of the preacher or protester, the
searching scream of the lost or indeed the simmering cry of Everyman.
The posters are based on a reproduced image of the text painting. The image
is amplified by presenting it in a series of posters. In this they now echo the
mass media. The initial painting is based on stencilled text and is filled in
with painted colouring and marks. A slippage is created between the
shallow marks of graffiti and rendered expressionist form.
Marks and words interfere constructively and the viewer will be drawn into
the maelstrom. The words thus reinforced by colour and texture are
returned to the public like a hopeful furrowing of the brow.
Contact- boyle_anna@hotmail.com

Stop the Spread Within
Installation of five posters
A1 Corriboard

Breda Burns
‘Where do you go from here…’
A sound piece created by interviewing a number of artists, organisers and
the adjudicator of COE 2017 in order to mark, acknowledge and celebrate
the numerous stakeholders in the the Claremorris Open in this it's 40th
year.
First broadcast on radio on the 10th of September and relayed live though
the studio made speakers in a vacant urban environment. This is a
process I hope to repeat at some point during the run of the exhibition.
I feel radio broadcast is a particularly suitable medium for this project, as
it creates its own sort of collective, whereby geographically separated
citizens become of a unified group of listeners at a shared moment in
time. Radio also creates its own sort of empathy, allowing listeners to be
drawn into the specific world inhabited by the person who is sharing his
or her experiences, whose disembodied voice enters the listener’s psyche
and the community psyche via ‘the wireless’ and then to public realm in
COE.
The 17 minute looped soundbite can be found in site specific locations
around Claremorris to be re-discovered by a new audience. This is a
layered and collaborative project.
Thank you for the voices.
www.bredaburns.com

James Connelly
I started thinking about this series of paintings when reading about the
famous Scottish plant collector David Douglas (1799 - 1834). He collected
many rare and fascinating trees and plants from North America and Hawaii
where he died. He was found dead in a pit dug to trap wild bullocks. It was
thought that the bull in the pit with him must have killed him when it
landed on top of him.
For centuries many people have speculated about the suspicious
circumstances, not believing that such an experienced man could have
fallen into a pit accidentally. There are a number of conspiracy theories
suggesting what motives, there may have been for him to be murdered
and who would have been capable of doing it.
I started imagining that perhaps David Douglas had some information that
the locals did not want to be discovered by the wider world. Perhaps they
were protecting something from the imperialists in David Douglas'
motherland. I think that the pit was an Alice in Wonderland type rabbit
hole. At the bottom of the pit is a secret gateway to a parallel universe
inhabited by a huge array of half animal half plant species. This universe
holds many pieces of wisdom which we can apply to our own world to
improve the way in which we relate to and care for our environment.
email: jimmyjconnelly@gmail.com
phone: +44 (0)7939562184
VItus Keaney
Oil on canvas
8" x 10"

Malus McGee
Oil on canvas
8" x 10"

Rachel Coyne

I enjoy making figurative paintings which depict everyday snapshots of
relationships that I hope will engage the viewer, evoking a very human
connection between them and the subjects of my work. I make references
from both old and recent photographs of family and friends by creating
them into a cohesive and contemporary body of work, upscaiing them
and using acrylic and oil paint in bold colours.
rachelmeehancoyneart@gmail.com
Instagram: @rachel.meehan.coyne
Facebook:Rachel Meehan Coyne Visual Artist

Two Girls Smiling Together II
Acrylic on Canvas
76cm x 61cm
Three Figures Dancing
Acrylic on Canvas
102cm x 76cm

Bryan Gerard Duffy
Bryan Gerard Duffy's work investigates notions of
psychological and physical displacement. He is a multidisciplinary artist as well as a collector, juxtaposing the
sublime, fantastical, absurd and mythical into
metaphorical paraphernalia and found objects. Duffy’s
playful attitude to materials and situations
counterbalances a very serious social conscience and
political intent.
"Seeker", 2017
Otherwise known as "The World's Largest Ball of Clear
Tape", Seeker began in response to a group discussion
on the concealment and injustices of the Direct
Provision system and the process of seeking asylum in
Ireland.

Seeker
Installation

At 1.8 metres in height, and over 80,000 metres in
length (unravelled), the Guinness Book of World Records
has refused to acknowledge Seeker’ status as officially
the largest ball of Clear Tape in the world.
The ball becomes a monument to its own failure but
also the failure of our political systems to protect
migrants globally. "Seeker" is a symbol of this on going
struggle for identity, as it continues to grow in size.
Make Hummus Not Walls
Photograph on acrylic mount
80cm x 60cm

Seeker was made in association with Mayo Intercultural
Action.
“Make Hummus Not Walls”, 2017
“I will build a great wall…” Donald Trump. Walls have
played an integral role in the growth and destruction of
civilizations from China to Mexico. This photograph
explores the social consequences of walls and the
process of navigating them through the everyday.

www.bryangerardduffy.com
https://www.facebook.com/worldslargestballofcleartape/
bryangerardduffy@gmail.com

Sarah Duffy
Sarah Duffy’s practice is dynamic and interdisciplinary,
encompassing performance, writing, video, sound and installation, with a
strong focus on the art of storytelling. In recent years Duffy has been learning
and performing various vocal techniques including ventriloquism and lipsynching, furthering her on-going research into disembodied voices and
dissociative states.
Duffy’s performance "The Strongroom" tells the tale of an ill-fated Swedish
bank robbery that took place in Stockholm in 1973. This six-day hostage
crisis led to the coining of the term Stockholm syndrome, a disputed
psychological phenomenon in which hostages form a deep bond and
attachment to their captors. The story is told through song, monologue and
archival footage; investigating the complexities of this captor/captive
relationship and the different ways that people can find themselves
subjugated by both external and internal forces.
www.sarahcduffy.co.uk
Instagram: @sarahcduffy

The Strongroom
Performance

Laura Fitzgerald
Contemporary practices in art, the post internet, neoliberalism and feminist theory are barely
discussed concepts in my rural area of Inch, Co. Kerry. Yet
these ideas inform and affect the inhabitants and the nature of the
environment surrounding us. It permeates through the soil, flowing into rivers, bars, onto sofas,
kitchen tables, abandoned ruins and roadways.
The work deals with reaching out and going away. Work made in a rural context, needs to
depart in order to understand both its meaning and context within an art world. This ‘distance
from’ allows me to explore ideas which deal with problematic and absurd aspects within
complex political and personal situations. Drawings made from claimed space, i.e. sisters’
bedrooms, a former henhouse and idle desktops, contain a zen-like quality, quietly protesting
against an issue that is prevalent in contemporary culture of no time. (1)
Known locally as ‘the artist,’ I am interested in using this idea of occupation, in order to develop
ideas around what an artist does on a daily basis, and importing this back into its rural site as
an ongoing investigation. The work is a way to exorcise a sense of doubt and uncertainty,
aligning the practice to a stronger state of mind, rejecting strategies which no longer work and
positing a re-imagining of my surroundings. (2)
http://laurafitzgeraldfrominch.com/
instagram: @laurafitzfrominch
vimeo: @laurafitzgeraldfrominch
laurafitzgeraldfrominch@gmail.com

Ploughing up my Practice (still)
Mini DVD transferred to digital
Dur. 10.06 min,, 2016

Field Research Ctd. (still)
HD Colour with Sound
Dur. 10.06 min,, 2016
(1) Mark Fisher. (2011). No Time. [Online Video]. 20 June 2012. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch? 1
v=8Bk0kkRPmjE&t=5s. [Accessed: 15 August 2017].
(2) Mark Fisher. (2013). How to Kill a Zombie: Strategising the End of Neoliberalism. [Online Video]. 28 August 2013. Available
from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49Tuck7eMqo&t=12s. [Accessed: 8 August 2017]

Mary A. Fitzgerald
Fitzgerald works primarily through painting and
printmaking. However her work in recent years has
diversified and encompasses 3d floor and wall works,
video and installation.
Fitzgerald creates works with foundations in the
narrative but with the gesture of the sensory abstract.
This work is grounded in the experience of daily
observing and remembering.

The Starry Wall
Acrylic on Gesso board
16.5cm x 16.5 cm

The Academy,
Acrylic on Gesso board
30 cm x 30 cm

The experience of looking is not only based on what
you see with your eyes - the immediate sensation of
something - but also how personal history, individual
understanding and internal thought process alter
what is perceived. The works create suggestions of
place and object, but also incorporate private
sensation and experience. Her iconography originates
in the everyday, an eclectic gathering of images, daily
observations and random things seen.
These ‘new realities’ with their combination of
personal narrative, of momentary and fleeting images,
are brought together, transformed and
communicated through the process of painting. The
work plays with our perceptions of literal and
emotional space, revealing the extent to which we
can never be certain of what we know, see or feel.
Memory and reality are tested - allowing the slippage
between what is 'real' and what is imagined - to be
questioned.
The observation yields the subject but the process is
abstract. Each work enjoys both a tangible and a
subliminal existence. The spaces and silences created
in-between remain for the observer to explore.
https://maryafitzgerald.wordpress.com/

Stephen Gunning
A single channel installation, re-imagined to mark the 2013
Centenary of Igor Stravinsky's seminal Opera
As ballet dancers rehearse inside the building, young Lyonnais
meet to practice their hip-hop routines in the portico of the
National Opera House. The fixed camera frames the scene, while
the soundscape is remixed with various subliminal frequencies
and manipulated extracts from Stravinsky's Orchestral score.
https://vimeo.com/gunning

Rites of Winter (still)
Single channel projection
Dur. 10 mins
2014/15

Patrick Hough

When the film-set for Cecil B DeMille’s The Ten Commandments had had its day, it
was, like the biblical civilisation it evoked, lost to the sands of time - in its case,
deliberately buried, in an act of money-saving expediency, under the dunes of the
Southern California desert where the movie was shot. Over the years, though, those
shifting sands have gradually exposed this piece of epic landfill, bringing souvenir
hunters to gather where archaeologists (or Egyptologists) used to tread.
In Patrick Hough’s video, shot on location at the site, it is not just fake fragments of
the past that are disinterred. What hovers over the place is a spirit of uncertainty;
one that questions bedrock values like ‘originality’ and ‘authenticity’ and dusts them
with other layers of meaning: the extraordinary ease of reproducibility, the spray-on
glamour of cinematic semi-celebrity. This spirit of uncertainty is encapsulated by
the figure of a sphinx - once part of the décor of the majestic film-set, now
wandering in ghostly limbo; haunting the nearby town like a wildcat on the prowl.
The sphinx’s hybrid form and cryptic, enigmatic presence is also a symbol of a
blurring between the material and the virtual that Hough’s video not only proposes
but visibly enacts, using sophisticated digital scanning techniques to suggest the
outline of a new technological horizon that is, even as we look back nostalgically at
the remnants of earlier eras, writing its own name upon the sand.
And If In A Thousand Years was commissioned as part of the Jerwood / FVU Awards
2017.
info@patrickhough.com
www.patrickhough.com

And If In A Thousand Years (Stills), Projection, Dur. 22.14 min., 2017

Kaye Maahs
My work is rooted in both the local and the personal. My practice is
defined by daily observations and musings. It is the residue of these
moments that informs my paintings. “It begins with the subject matter but
then the paint leads the way."
https://www.kayemaahs.com; www.kayemaahs.com/blog
Twitter: @Kaye_Maahs
Instagram: @kayemaahs
Linkedin: https://ie.linkedin.com/in/kaye-maahs-50984497

After the Flood
Oils on Canvas
10cm x 15cm

Fallen Hero
Oils on Canvas
25cm x 35cm

Susan MacWilliam

The hum of an air conditioner
provides the soundtrack as a camera
moves from wide to close-up shot
through the darkness and light in
the Eileen J. Garrett Library,
Parapsychology Foundation, New
York. Irish born psychic Eileen
Garrett (1893–1970) founded the
publishing house Creative Age Press
in 1941 and the Parapsychology
Foundation in 1951.
Library, 2008, Video, 14:10

Through video, photography and installation, Susan MacWilliam
investigates obscure and overlooked histories and cases of perceptual and
paranormal phenomena. Using anecdote, reconstruction, forms of
portraiture and detailed editing, she has made work about mediumship,
ectoplasm, x-ray vision, telepathy, table tilting, clairvoyance and dermo
optical perception.
MacWilliam has worked with prominent parapsychologists and psychical
research institutes including poltergeist investigator William Roll, the New
York family of medium Eileen Garrett and the Dermo Optical Perception
Laboratory of Madame Yvonne Duplessis in Paris. She has worked with
historical archives including those of the writer Kathleen Coyle, Derry;
Parapsychology Foundation, New York; T.G. Hamilton Spirit Photograph
Archive, University of Manitoba; Parapsychology Laboratory Records, Duke
University, and Rhine Research Center, Durham, NC.
Susan MacWilliam represented Northern Ireland at the 2009 Venice
Biennale. She had had solo exhibitions in Ireland, England, Slovenia,
Canada and the USA. MacWilliam is a lecturer in Fine Art at the National
College of Art and Design, Dublin. Her video works are held in the British
Library Sound Archive. Susan MacWilliam’s survey exhibition MODERN
EXPERIMENTS is currently touring venues across Ireland.
http://www.susanmacwilliam.com/

Eilish McCann

I make drawings, prints and paintings. These works presented here are
monoprints, where painting meets printmaking. Current themes in my
work are the search for a physical and psychic ‘home’, voluntary and
involuntary migration, national boundaries and the fears associated with
this, both global and close to home. More than the politics of these
concerns I’m interested in how to make the image yet allow for the
emotion.
eilishmccann@gmail.com

Evacuation
Monoprint on paper
50cm x 55cm

Vessel
Monoprint on paper
50cm x 55cm

Lesley-Ann O'Connell
Painting for me is about creating mood, energy and feeling. It is a
transmutation of these elements into visual experience. I find the joy of
painting in working with colour, taking colour beyond the
objects it is ascribed to and creating worlds of emotive expression. My
colour choices can be for many reasons, sometimes it can be to seek a
‘maleness’ within my work by using the likes of blacks, oranges and reds
together. On other occasions I want a painting to feel like a hot summers
day.
Creation of space is also integral to my work and it is linked to surface. I use
paint to both conceal and reveal the surface. Sometimes I cover up large
tracts of a painting with paint, allowing only certain elements of the layers
beneath to peak through. This can create a spatial play within the work
whereby the paint that covers the surface acts also as the backdrop, or wall
behind the shapes I have left revealed. So, in my world of paint what is in
front is also what is behind, colour is abstract not descriptive, the
possibilities are endless.
www.lesleyannoconnell.com/
www.facebook.com/lesleyann.oconnell.1
info@lesleyannoconnell.com, ilikeirishweather@gmail.com

Serengeti
Oil on canvas
50cm x 60 cm
2017

Above from Below
Oil on canvas
50cm x 50cm
2017

Imaginative Arrangement
Acrylic and oil on canvas
40cm x 50cm
2017

David O'Kane

2017 is the 50th anniversary of the first publication of Flann O’Brien’s novel
‘The Third Policeman’, one of the most groundbreaking postmodern novels
of the 20th century. On display as part of the Claremorris Open Exhibition
is short animation of the same name, which was produced at O’Brien’s
birthplace in Strabane, County Tyrone, Northern Ireland. The dilapidated
building provides a stage set for an ongoing series of artworks inspired by
O’Brien’s masterpiece. The figure appearing in the magic circle of books
and masks is based on the murder victim described in the opening
sentence of the book.
This year is also 350th anniversary of Jonathan Swift’s birth. To mark this
anniversary, David O’Kane has produced a series of ten lithographs inspired
by Swift’s shocking, satirical pamphlet ‘A Modest Proposal’. (1729) Six of
these lithographs are on display in the Claremorris Open Exhibition. The
prints are also included in a large scale limited edition book by The Salvage
Press, a traditional letterpress-printing studio in Dublin. In the book, the
lithographs react to and form a dialogue with the original text and nine
new poems by the poet Jessica Traynor.
www.davidokane.com

The Third Policeman (production still)
HD Video
Dur. 1.35 min.
2017

Stewed, Roasted, Baked or Boyled, Food...
Proper for Landlords
Maniere noire lithograph
Motif size 32cm x 21.5cm
Paper size 56cm x 38cm
Edition of 10
2017

Martin Poyner

Abstraction's a dirty habit, hard-edged, gestural, any point in between, but
I've a compulsion to paint & build in that way, so improvise ways to make
which minimise anything recognisably by my man-hands to uncover forms
with oddness (good oddness). This often works, but frequently it doesn't &
usually better that way. Phantoms emerge. I rebury some, let others crawl
back & these new undead friends, beautiful, vulgar or both, are welcome
company alone in the studio.
martinpoyner@icloud.com
http://www.instagram.com/martin_g_poyner

Oil Painting
Emulsion & oil paint, wood, metal fixings
with Quicktime video

Martin Redmond
Martin's paintings are attempts to rekindle interest in the ordinary and
commonplace.
Objects whose aesthetic qualities we have come to habitually overlook and
have developed a tendency over time to only see for their practical value. He
creates quiet still life paintings that give the observer a opportunity to
examine the visual qualities of the object as it is by itself.
When these objects, with which we have become so familiarized, are
abstracted from their usual roles or situations and presented as something
worthy of examination we are invited to fully rest our attention on them.
Hopefully this process transforms the object we have come to overlook or
pass off as merely mundane as something to be reconsidered and seen
afresh.
Born in Wexford in 1983, Martin Redmond is a graduate in Fine Art from
Carlow IT. He has shown at the Molesworth gallery in Dublin, the RHA Annual
Exhibition every year between 2012 and 2017 and the RUA Annual in 2016.
mredmond2156@gmail.com
www.martinredmondart.com

Bag 2
Oil on linen on board
26cm x 28cm

Bag 2
Oil on linen on board
24cm x 32cm

Ben Reilly

Extract from Dara Waldrons Essay “The Old and The Weary” for Ben Reilly
Exhibition at Goma Waterford 2017.
“The world stepped into when we explore Ben’s work is made up of things,
materials, objects, stuff. Is it a door handle? A leather boot? A bag of
materials that looks like but isn’t quite coal? Does it matter? These are old
things. But the sense of the old is that of time as something pure. Unlike
the reworking of the past we find in so much popular culture, this is a
sensuous oldness; we want to touch and explore. We want to feel the
object of time itself. The installation Zeppelin is one example. The title
refers to the object of the zeppelin itself with all its historical associations.
But when engaging the sculpture, we are drawn to its clunky feel, its use of
essentially old materials, bringing us back to that sensuous oldness that is
not the past but time.
Dara Waldron lectures in Critical and Contextual Studies at Limerick
School of Art and Design. He is the author of Cinema and Evil: Moral
Responsibility and the “Dangerous” Film, and is currently working on his
second book for Bloomsbury, New York. He is the author of the fortnightly
column Art Encounters, for Headstuff.ie, which explores how we respond
to the everyday experience of art objects.
www.benreilly.ie
www.backwaterartists.ie

Ben Reilly
Dust
Wax and pigment
2017

Mike Ricketts

My work explores the uncertainties and paradoxes of
public space. Works taking various forms including
films, installations, performance and public projects.
Often works relate to bureaucratic structures
associated with urban regulation, management and
planning.
‘Terre’ and ‘Perruque’ (both 2017) reprise a series of
sign sculptures begun in 2008-11. Here, two signs
encountered on the island of Guernsey have been
replicated, adapted, and deployed as templates.
Displaced from the British Crown Dependancy, these
spray-painted doubles now appear in other
locations, inside or outdoors.

Perruque
Spray paint on
adapted road sign
12.5cm x 110cm
Terre
Spray paint on
adapted public sign

50cm x 70cm

Mary Ronayne
These submitted images are a selection taken from a series based on
Eimear McBride’s novel, ‘The Lesser Bohemians’. It is a story about a young
Irish girl who in the early 1990’s gets a place in RADA Drama School in
London. She falls in love with a much older English actor and their
hedonistic, bohemian lifestyle contrast sharply with her past rural Irish
existence. This scenario is a familiar one for many Irish people who moved
to England at this time where experiences of new freedoms and challenges
were not possible in a then highly catholic Ireland. It was a time who many
recall as their Halcyon Days.
I often base a series of work around a story, using enamel paint on wooden
panel. I love the flow made possible by the materiality of enamel paint. It
also gives a glossy, celluloid finish that removes any sense of real emotion.
This quality allows me to sometimes explore the Freudian notion that
‘irresistibly comic’ images have the potential to disturb or disorientate
pertinent in a present where political and geographical borders are
currently being re-established between Ireland and England.

The Lovers
Enamel on Wooden Panel

Wheel of Fortune
Enamel on Wooden Panel

13cm x 18cm

13cm x 18cm

Noah Rose

Noah Rose is based between the North of England and the West of Ireland.
He works across disciplines, often in public space, exploring the ways that
memory and sense of identity locate to place and define cultural context. His
practice explores the fine-grained, often intangible detail that defines
cultural, linguistic, socio-political and other communities of interest. Drawing
on sculpture, design and craft, he has developed cross-disciplinary working
models which employ a range of material approaches.
‘What Matter / Cén t-údar’ was originally made during a residency at Leitrim
Sculpture Centre in 2016.

www.noahrose.net
noah@noahrose.net
FacebooK Noah Rose
Twitter: NoahRoseArtis
Instagram: noahrose_artist

What Matter / Cén t-ú dar
Installation
Poem in Irish, handcarved in 41 pieces of
Leitrim limestone.

Luke van Gelderen
Luke van Gelderen is a 2nd Year IADT Fine Art student, with a current
interest in how sound waves are manipulated by shape, distance and
space.
"Acoustic Mirror" was originally a site-specific response to the courtyard of
IMMA, which is a natural echo chamber. The piece references the enormous
sound mirrors built along the English coastline to detect incoming enemy
aircraft between World War 1 and World War 2. These giant structures,
which were later abandoned due to the invention of radar, provide the
inspiration to create a whispering sound chamber that would be
locationally responsive.
The audience is invited to create their own sounds using the audio
communication application on their smartphones, i.e. Face Time or
Messenger. When two phones are held in the centre of each curve, the
parabolic shape of the curve bounces the sound waves into one centre
point. As people sing, talk, hum, communicate as they choose with one
another,
the live phones pick up the speech or sounds in the form of sound waves
which are bounced from one mirror to another. As the communication
continues, the sound waves bond to create a single note.
https://www.facebook.com/lukevangelderenart
https://vimeo.com/217577674

Acoustic Mirror
Sound Installation
Plaster on Aluminium
2017

Ian Wieczorek
Much of my artistic practice is concerned with the dynamics of
contemporary society, the implications of contemporary digital vernacular
and its increasing importance in locating social and cultural identity. A
major strand has involved the making of paintings based on lowresolution images harvested from the internet. Stripped of their specific
contexts, the images transcend their original documentary intentions and
assume more malleable, subjective significance - 'poor' images that
embody more powerful associative connotations - while also proposing an
aesthetic reappraisal of this found 'digital static' through its rendering in a
traditional visual medium.
The Crossing series reflects both current events and a continuing narrative:
the border as an imposed construct, its implications and its porosity.
www.ianwieczorek.com
mail@ianwieczorek.com
086 8200886
Crossing 8
Oil on Canvas
25cm x 30cm

Crossing 10
Oil on Canvas
25cm x 30cm

Triangular Brush Annelie Fawke / Jojo Hynes / Joanne Newman

We are Triangular Brush; and we are Annelie Fawke, Jojo Hynes and Joanne
Newman. We work together to create publications and exhibitions-asevents, and we support one another to have art adventures. Collectively we
are interested in using and creating alternative networks, playing with
hierarchies, and using humour and friendship to produce and disseminate
work. We have created shows, events, publications, and undertaken
residencies across London, Ireland and the rest of Europe.
Triangular Brush says: "The world needs more Heroines!”
Impatient for a new Heroine to emerge we have created Síobhan Ní Eidhin;
a legendary female character for our times. 'The Legend of Síobhan Ní
Eidhin' is 'Heroine as Art Event’, with rumour, hearsay and stories as our
content, and procession, souvenirs and posters as our medium.
triangularbrush.wordpress.com
triangularbrush@gmail.com

Claremorris Open Exhibition
COE '17: Celebrating 40 Years

